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editor’s view
moving beyond tried and true
As much as the environmental storm brewing over the oilsands — blamed for scaring the landscape,
creating toxic tailings ponds and contributing to global warming — may seem a recent development,
there is ample evidence it was entirely predictable even from the early days of extraction.
Consider the ERCB findings 30 years ago, after the 1979 Alsands hearings for a proposed
mined oilsands plant. “The board observes that the [Karl] Clark process, while commercially
proven, raises serious environmental problems, has high water requirements and incurs relatively large bitumen losses.” Even then, the regulator saw the need for a better way to extract
the crude, noting that the board itself had already “stressed the need for better technology,
and expressed its belief that plants coming on stream by or after the mid 1980s would have
ample lead time for development of such technology. The board regrets that the applicant
(Alsands) finds it still necessary to fall back on the Clark process….”
Well, three decades later little has changed. After billions of investment dollars, the majors
are still just as dependent on the 80-year-old Clark hot water process. And the environmental
problems warned about then have come home to roost, leaving an industry that should be
considered a national treasure vulnerable to the derisive label “dirty oil.”
How did we get here? Has industry sat on its laurels, content to stick to the tried and true
rather than take risks on potentially more efficient and cleaner technologies? Or was the
ERCB overly optimistic that easy alternatives could be found?
It’s probably a little of both. Surely aware of the significant deficiencies of established technologies, it is surprising more effort hasn’t gone into testing alternatives long before those
shortcomings ballooned into the environmental challenges we face today. But it’s also easy
to underestimate the challenge of moving from a proven, low-risk technique — as imperfect
as it may be — to experimenting with more radical, step-change technologies — with all the
uncertainty and risk that necessarily entails.
There is little doubt industry, and government, has continued to pour significant resources into
research to improve the process. Syncrude, for example, invests $50 million a year in its Research
and Development Group. Group manager Alan Fair concedes that with such massive investments
in water-based extraction technology and infrastructure, the company focuses much of its efforts
there. But he notes much effort is also devoted to “step out research” that does investigate what
would be a more radical departure from current practice. Indeed, when major expansions are
planned, the company uses that opportunity to investigate any such alternatives.
And contrary to the perception the industry is a closed shop when it comes to ideas from
outsiders, Fair notes Syncrude has a formal process for dealing with all and sundry technology proposals that arrive with ever increasing frequency (what the company calls “unsolicited suggestions” now amount to two or three a week). Ideas are run by experts, and those
deemed to have potential move on to proof-of-concept, bench scale testing, and laboratory
or on-site pilots before ultimate commercialization. And outside of its core bitumen extraction technology, the company is open to joint ventures with technology providers.
In the end, though, the company can only pursue a limited number of leads as resources
dictate, and while technology providers may believe they have the silver bullet to a better
process, they often don’t realize the resources needed to take their technology to industrial
scale in what is recognized to be an extremely complex and high-cost industry.
The Alberta Energy Research Institute, meanwhile, has established the Hydrocarbon
Upgrading Demonstration Program specifically to promote next-generation technologies.
“Our role is to encourage that happening and to share the risks, because any new technology
has a huge risk associated with it,” says executive director Eddy Isaacs. And with a $2-billion
carbon capture and storage technology fund and a growing climate change fund, the province
can be seen to be stepping up investment in alternative technologies. All steps in the right
direction if fundamental technology advancement is the goal. Whether it will satisfy those
who only see “dirty oil” is another matter. • Maurice Smith
SURVEY: New Technology Magazine is looking for your input. We invite you to tell us what
you like, what you don’t like, and how you think we can improve the magazine to serve you
better. Log on to www.ntm.nickles.com to access our survey, which should take about five
minutes to complete. An iPod Shuffle will be awarded to one lucky survey participant.
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BITUMEN RECOVERY

Getting Steamed

Shell to use steam drive — not CSS — in Peace River expansion
Royal Dutch Shell plc plans to use
steam drive technology — rather than cyclic steam
stimulation (CSS) — in its proposed 80,000-barrela-day Carmon Creek bitumen project near Peace
River in northwestern Alberta.
Shell has operated a small CSS project on the
lease for many years. In CSS, the wells alternate
between steam injection and oil production. In
a steam drive project, there are dedicated steam
injection wells and dedicated oil producers, allowing continuous steam injection and continuous oil
production.
As in other steam-assisted bitumen recovery
processes, a steam drive uses heat to lower the
bitumen viscosity so it will flow to the production wells.
But there is also a second mechanism at work
in a steam drive. Besides melting the bitumen,
the steam physically displaces the oil, pushing it
toward production wells. This is similar to how a
waterflood works in conventional oil recovery.
In the proposed steam drive project Shell

plans to use vertical deviated wells rather than
the horizontal wells previously planned for the
CSS project.
Using vertical steam drive wells, Shell hopes to
recover about 50% of the bitumen in place versus
only about 20% with horizontal CSS wells, said
Adrienne Lamb, a Shell Canada spokeswoman.
However, the steam drive will require more steam.
She said the vertical steam drive wells will be
drilled in a honeycomb pattern with one steam
injection well surrounded by six oil producers.
Cyclic steam is used at the early stages to loosen
up the viscous bitumen between the injectors
and the producers. After all the wells have been
steamed once, steam injection will begin in the
central injection well. This allows the steam to be
pushed horizontally toward the production wells,
reducing bitumen viscosity across the field.
The revised project will also be slightly smaller
than originally planned — 80,000 barrels (bbls) a
day versus 100,000 — but likely still in two phases,
she said.

Honeycomb
In the subsurface, injectors
and the producer wells are
configured in a honeycomb
pattern.
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TECHNOLOGY CHANGE
Shell uses in-situ steam
recovery technology at its
existing Peace River Complex.
The company is now proposing
to use vertical steam drive wells
to produce bitumen for the
nearby Carmon Creek project
rather than the horizontal CSS
wells first proposed.

"We are still considering taking a phased approach to achieve
production of 80,000 bbls per
day — which would involve constructing two central processing
facilities, each with a processing
capacity of about 40,000 bbls per
day," Lamb said.
Both the original and revised
figures include the current licensed thermal capacity of 12,500
bbls a day. When the expansion is
completed, any wells still producing from the existing thermal operation would be tied into the new
processing facilities. However,
Shell's cold production in the area
would still be processed at the
cold production batteries.
Shell filed a regulatory application in December 2006 to
expand the existing site, which
is about 40 kilometres northeast
of the town of Peace River. But
the company withdrew the application last November, citing
planned changes.
Shell is "working towards"
submitting a new Carmon Creek
application by year's end, Lamb
said. The company expects the
regulatory review to take more
than 18 months from the date of
submitting the new application.
"Pending the timing and
outcome of the regulatory review process, we could be in a
position to make an investment
decision in 2011," she said. "Our
decision to proceed would take a
number of factors into consideration, including the outcome of


the regulatory process, project
costs, markets conditions, consultation with stakeholders, etc."
A notional, or theoretical,
timeframe in Shell's new public
information document suggests
the project wouldn't be onstream before the end of 2014.
As a matter of company policy
Royal Dutch Shell doesn't disclose cost estimates.
In preparation for the new application the company has issued
a public disclosure document (a
broad overview of the project),
and the proposed terms of reference for a new environmental
impact assessment (EIA). However, the company isn't starting
from scratch — it can use much
of the work done for the first
EIA. Lamb said Shell is also
continuing engineering work to
prepare for the new regulatory
application.
Shell obtained its Peace River
leases in the 1950s and has about
30 years of thermal operating
experience in the area. Since
1979 the company has tested
various steam-assisted techniques in its bid to maximize
recovery of an estimated seven
billion bbls of bitumen in place.
In its public information
document, the company provides basic details of the planned
expansion:
• Vertical deviated wells
will be clustered into well
pads. The pattern of wells
and pads, and the amount
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•

•

•

•

•

of deviation built into the
individual well designs, will
be optimized to minimize
the number of wells and
pads required to achieve the
steam drive objective. Once
this has been done, well pad
locations will be finalized.
A pipeline system will distribute steam to the well
pads, and transport produced
fluids to the central processing facilities.
Central processing facilities
will separate the produced
fluids into bitumen, water
and natural gas. Bitumen will
be treated and diluent will be
added before pipelining to
the Haig Lake terminal. Produced water will be treated
to remove solids and residual
hydrocarbons, then re-used
to make steam.
Gas will be treated to
remove hydrogen sulphide
and carbon dioxide and
then used on site. Acid gas
(H 2S and CO 2 stripped
from the gas stream) will
be injected into a suitable
formation beneath the
bitumen reservoir.
Natural gas will also be purchased, as will diluent (natural gas condensate) needed
to reduce bitumen viscosity.
Steam will be generated
mainly by new cogeneration
facilities. The cogeneration
units will enable the production facilities to be self-

•

•

•

•

sufficient in electrical power.
Any excess power will be
exported to the provincial
power grid for sale to the
public.
Pumps will be used to bring
the bitumen to the surface,
driven by power from the
cogeneration units.
Most of the water used to
make steam will be separated
from produced bitumen
and re-used. But during the
start-up of each phase water
will be drawn from the Peace
River until enough steam
has been injected to start
bitumen production.
Additional make-up water
may occasionally be needed.
The main source will be
brackish water from a subsurface aquifer, but Shell
says it may be necessary in
the early years to supplement the brackish make-up
water with some fresh water
from the Peace River. Fresh
water will also be needed for
potable use.
Other project-related activities may include: upgrades
to the existing municipal
airstrip or construction of
a new private airstrip in
the project area; tankage
upgrades at the Haig Lake
terminal; and provision of
electrical transmission lines,
including a connection to
the provincial grid.
• Pat Roche
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Decision Time

Alberta Energy evaluating 11 proposals for CCS funding
Eleven proposals are in the
running for a share of the $2 billion the
Alberta government has committed for large
scale carbon capture and storage projects,
says an Alberta Energy official.
The province wants to fund three to five
large scale commercial projects that can successfully capture and store a total of five megatonnes of CO2 per year by 2015, Mike Fernandez, director of CCS and climate change
policy, told an industry meeting in Calgary.
“That’s very aggressive considering that
we are approaching mid-way of 2009 and
these are big projects which will take time to
get to commercial scale.”
The target date for announcing the successful projects is June 30, he said in a presentation
to an Alberta Energy information exchange
sponsored by the Canadian Association of Pe-

troleum Landmen and the Canadian Association of Petroleum Land Administrators.
Fifteen government staff members are
currently working almost full time to evaluate the proposals.
“These are very large documents and a lot
of rigour is going into their evaluation and
assessment,” said Fernandez. The government employees also have the support of
third-party financial and engineering experts
from the international CCS community.
The final decision on the projects will
be made by a committee of deputy ministers, chaired by Peter Watson from Alberta
Energy. It will include representatives of
Environment, Finance and Enterprise,
Sustainable Resource Development and the
Treasury Board.
Once the decision has been made, the gov-

When Fluids Heat Up, Turn to Moyno for

ernment will need to move quickly to sign a
letter of intent with the three to five successful
parties. The letter will be a baseline contract
that will spell out the overall dollars a company
could receive and issues around the confidentiality of their information.
“The overall goal is not for us to own information on the learnings but for us to distribute it broadly, really around the world,”
said Fernandez.
All data and reports the government receives will be made public within two years
of their receipt.
Following the public announcement, the
government will spend the next six months
working on a formal agreement that will
lay out the payment schedules. About 40%
could be paid out on front end engineering and construction, 20% upon successful
completion and commissioning and the remaining 40% paid out over eight or 10 years
based on the amount of CO2 injected into
the ground, he said.
To ensure the funding will be in place to
meet the government’s commitment, the
Carbon Capture and Storage Funding Act is
currently before the legislature. It will give
Energy Minister Mel Knight access to general revenue funding. • Elsie Ross
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CCS

Capturing Attention

Saskatchewan taking the lead on carbon capture and storage
There’s more to Saskatchewan
than inexpensive real estate, a burgeoning oil
and gas industry and golden prairie.
Boasting a university that’s getting world
famous, a ground-breaking international pilot
project and a company that specializes in commercializing carbon capture and storage (CCS)
technologies, the province is fast becoming
known as a world leader in research into carbon
dioxide (CO2) capture and storage.
Some of the world’s top experts on CCS work
at the University of Regina (UofR), which has
two major testing facilities: a semi-commercial
CO2 extraction demonstration plant adjacent to
SaskPower’s Boundary Dam power station and a
development pilot plant, the International Test
Centre for CO2 Capture (ITC). The ITC has
been recognized by the International Energy
Agency as one of the best CO2 capture research
facilities in the world.
The Boundary Dam CO2 recovery facility is
used to evaluate the performance and reliability
of solvent absorption-based technologies as well
as to obtain process design information under a
wide range of operating conditions.
The technology development natural gas plant
at the ITC tests and evaluates the performance
of solvent absorption-based CO2 capture from
natural gas exhaust streams. The facility can
control, monitor and record the full spectrum
of process parameters. It is now being used to
test and develop cost-effective strategies for
capturing CO2 using enhanced post-combustion
scrubbing technologies, including minimizing
the energy needs for solvent regeneration in the
stripping column and other alternative operating
procedures.
Some of the university’s engineers and scien-

LEAK DETECTOR
Solid state flux probes
measure soil CO2 emissions.
Designed to be simpler
and tougher than common
automated chamber systems,
the probes capture continuous
(every 60 seconds) emissions
data in challenging conditions,
including under snow.

tists have been working on CCS for more than
20 years. “Two of the leaders and the most published, technical people in the world are at the
University of Regina,” says Jeff Allison, senior
vice-president of HTC Purenergy Inc., which
has a licence agreement with the university to
commercialize the school’s CO2 capture technologies. “We’ve worked on projects all over
the world, putting together design and engineering for CO2 capture plants on coal plants
and natural gas-fired plants,” says Allison. The
company has engineered projects in Norway and
Australia, and is working on some in the Middle
East and elsewhere that have not yet been
announced, he says.
The two leaders Allison refers to are Malcolm
Wilson and Paitoon Tontiwachwuthikul. Wilson
is the director of energy and environment at
the UofR and a member of the United Nation’s
New Technology Magazine | May 2009
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Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change, which was a
co-recipient of the 2007 Nobel
Peace Prize, along with former
United States vice-president Al
Gore. Wilson is a recognized
pioneer in CCS and has been
advising governments, industry
and organizations for more
than two decades.
Tontiwachwuthikul is the
school’s dean of engineering.
He is the leader of the CO2

what comes out of coal-fired
power plants and only four
per cent from natural gas-fired
ones is CO2, he says.
Recently the government of
Saskatchewan, Royal Dutch
Shell plc and the UofR launched
a new international centre
designed to help make Western
Canada a global leader in the
worldwide deployment and
acceptance of CCS. The International Performance Assess-

Weyburn Enhanced Oil Recovery
CO2 Project, the world’s first
CO2 measuring, monitoring and
verification initiative. Launched
in 2000, the $80-million international project studies CO2 injection and storage in oilfields. The
goal of the project’s final phase
(2005-2011) is to deliver
the framework necessary to
encourage implementation of
CO2 geological storage on a
worldwide basis.

CARBON MONITOR
Several flux solde probes, placed over a large area, will beam data to a
central location to monitor ground surface CO2 emissions.

capture program at the UofR
and played a key role in establishing the ITC in Regina. He
has published more than 180
peer-reviewed papers on CO2
capture.
Wilson says the UofR’s
most promising technology
is basically ready to become
commercial but first needs
to be attached to a coal- or
natural gas-fired power plant
to determine actual costs of
a full-scale system. Current
estimates are that the thermal
kinetics optimization (TKO)
system will improve energy
efficiency and thus cut operating costs by around 10%. “It’s
not cheap but neither is moving to renewable energy,” says
Wilson.
The TKO system removes
CO2 from power plants’ flue
gases and reduces the steam
used in the process. The pure
CO2 is then compressed and
transported for storage in the
deep subsurface. Only 13% of
14

ment Centre for Geologic Storage of CO2, located at the UofR,
will focus on:
• assessing the risk planning
on CCS projects around the
world and advising on the
proper management of technical issues and performance
monitoring;
• informing stakeholders and
the public about CCS from an
independent, science-based
perspective; and,
• networking internationally
to share and build on the
findings of other research
organizations.
Collaborating at the centre
are: the University of Calgary,
the University of Alberta, Dalhousie University and groups in
Australia, Europe, South Africa
and Brazil, with the potential of
China and India joining. The
group held its first meeting in
February. Wilson is its acting
director.
Saskatchewan is also home to
the internationally recognized
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Word of the university’s
accomplishments is getting
out. The UofR held a session to profile its worldwide
reputation as a leader in CCS
technology at the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change in
Poznan, Poland, in December
2008.
And three of the UofR’s
process systems engineering
group — Tontiwachwuthikul,
Raphael Idem and Don Gelowitz — have been awarded
Canadian Innovation Awards
for developing a variety of CO2
capture technologies and processes that include:
• optimum equipment selection processes for CO2
capture plants;
• techniques for optimizing
the economics and operation
of CO2 capture plants; and,
• a number of other process
improvements, devices,
designs and software applications for CO2 capture.

They also developed a group
of reactive liquid absorbents to
remove CO2 from flue gas.
Advancing projects
HTC and the UofR have
more than 20 years of affiliated
research, test and optimization
operating experience in CO2
capture systems. One of HTC’s
latest CO2 capture products is a
modular, pre-engineered system
that will capture CO2 from the
flue gas exhaust of power plants
and large industrial emitters.
Based on technology developed
at the university, the Purenergy
CCS 1000 can be retrofitted to
existing coal-fired power plants.
It was launched commercially in
December 2007.
“You get a lot of people arguing that post-combustion CO2
capture isn’t very cost effective,
but it is,” says Allison. “It’s significantly more effective to put
a CO2 capture [system] on an
existing coal plant and make that
coal plant effective for maybe
one or two cents a kilowatt versus spending probably twice
that or three times that to put
in solar or wind. Plus it’s a lot
more reliable. That’s what
we’ve been doing — working
on ways to make the process
more efficient.”
HTC is working on a number of CO2 capture design
projects around the world. It
has recently delivered frontend engineering and design for
the construction of a European
CO2 test centre at Mongstad,
Norway, in conjunction with
its consortium partner, Bechtel
Overseas Corporation. The
Mongstad project will demonstrate that CO2 capture
technology is viable and that
the technology can be used in
large-scale CO2 capture plants.
Scheduled to begin operations
in 2010, the experience gained
from this project will be used
to build a large-scale, twomillion-tonnes-per-year CO2
capture facility.
In addition, HTC is studying the potential of an aminebased CO2 capture facility on

greenscene
a coal-fired power plant for
EPCOR Power Development
Corporation.
HTC and Global Energy,
Inc. have formed Cincinnatibased Carbon Management
Technologies LLC to deliver
CO2 management, sequestration and EOR solutions to gasification projects and facilities
in the United States.
Last June, the company
announced a new CO2 capture
cost-reduction breakthrough:
the TKO process which it says
reduces steam consumption
by up to 30%. The process
improves capture through heat
recovery, thermal balancing
and optimized process flow.
The primary advantage of the
newly patented system is that
it directly reduces the largest
single cost of CO2 capture
— the use of power plant
steam — to a ratio of below
one unit of steam required to
one unit CO2 captured, says
the company.
And in November the UofR,
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St. Francis Xavier University
(StFX) and HTC signed a
memorandum of understanding
to introduce innovative measurement, monitoring and verification technologies at CCS
projects around the world. The
technologies were developed
by David Risk, an earth scientist and assistant professor at
StFX’s Environmental Sciences
Research Centre.
While the previously mentioned technologies relate to
carbon capture, Risk’s work is
on the side of monitoring and
assessing, well, risk. He has two
technologies — hardware and
software — that are complementary and expected to go
commercial within the year. The
hardware, a small monitoring
probe called a flux solde, measures ground surface CO2 emissions. It has no moving parts, is
easily replicated, very simple and
works in harsh environments
like Canada’s, he says. “We’re
even proving it under snow,
which is an environment that’s

very tough for other monitoring
technologies.” It’s not cheap,
though. Dozens, even hundreds of these so-called nodes,
which are expected to cost a
few thousand dollars each, are
placed over a large area. They
beam information to a central
location, requiring infrequent
checking.
The software, called Flux
Map, answers how many
probes are needed and where,
and works with all commercially available instruments.
The software can design a statistically robust network and
at later stages in the project
help identify leaks. “Because
it’s a statistical approach it
helps identify where there are
statistical anomalies in the
network,” says Risk.
Wilson is convinced that
all this research is leading to
widespread use of CCS to
combat climate change, but
the economic climate is not
helping. “Quite clearly, we’re
demonstrating that research

can bring down the costs,” he
says. “But to get widespread
deployment, we really need to
confirm what those costs are,
based on our pilots.”
So far, indications are that
costs can come down by
around 30% from estimates
that are currently being given
for field-built units. Exact
numbers are needed and to get
them a project must be built to
commercial scale, probably at
a number of plants around the
world. “We’re working against
current financial circumstances
globally. People don’t have
money to invest in this type of
thing at the moment.”
• Lynda Harrison
CONTACTS FOR MORE INFORMATION
Malcolm Wilson, University of Regina,
Tel: (306) 585-5646,
E-mail: Malcolm.Wilson@uregina.ca
Jeff Allison, HTC Purenergy,
Tel: (306) 352-6132,
E-mail: jallison@htcenergy.com
David Risk, St. Francis Xavier University,
Tel: (902) 872-2861, E-mail: drisk@stfx.ca
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Everyone’s talking about
Remote Drilling...
We’re doing it.
If it were this easy, everyone would be
doing it.
It takes more than tools to remotely drill
your well. It takes personnel with the
experience to know what do with those
tools, and when to do it.
D&R has the experience and equipment
to tailor services to match your needs
and adapt them as the well requirements
change.
From manless surveying to remote vertical
control to full directional services, D&R
has the versatility to shift from one end of
the spectrum to the other, seamlessly.
Experience and efficiency go hand in
hand, add in the right equipment and
you’ve got a winning solution, you’ve got
D&R Directional.
Call us or visit our website at the address
below to find how we can help you.
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NEWS FROM THE LAB

FUNDING

Innovation
In Tough Times

Importance of R&D recognized despite economic malaise
Research and development spending has
tended to be one of the first spending items tossed off the
boat during past industry downturns.
But this time observers say the conventional thinking
on R&D is running counter to past trends. Instead
of kneejerk budget cuts, both the private sector
and governments across Canada are giving research
dollars a stay of execution during this round of
economic malaise.
This is happening for several reasons. One of the
chief differences this time is the importance of assuaging environmental concerns and technology has been
touted as the great enabler in this regard. It will also be
key in helping higher-cost sectors like the oilsands drive
down expenses.
Robert Peterson, a Houston-based vice-president
of chemicals and petroleum with consulting firm
CRA International, notes that until this year, most
of the oil and gas companies with technology
programs have been increasing their budgets, but
those dollars have generally held flat in 2009 when
compared to last year. Right now, companies are
taking a wait-and-see approach, he says. The urge
to slash R&D spending has been held in check this
time, a different response from troughs in the 1980s
and 1990s.
“I think in September … we’re going to see companies
begin to have to decide upon a course of action for the next
two or three years,” he says.
The reason for the atypical response is twofold, Peterson
suggests. In the last two downturns, companies decimated
R&D programs and witnessed an adverse effect in the application of new technologies, instead becoming much more dependent on external sources, like major service companies. The
other reason is the greater emphasis placed on greenhouse gas
New Technology Magazine | May 2009
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(GHG) emissions reductions.
Hydrocarbons like the oilsands or unconventional gas
are much more difficult and
expensive to extract when
compared to their conventional
brethren, making technological
advancements critical this time.
“This time around, the majors
are being much more careful
about reducing R&D,” he says.
Governments across Canada
have made avenues available to
ease cost pressures for the private sector by using tax credits.
While this isn’t new, the program may not have widespread
awareness.
Generally, a Canadiancontrolled private corporation
can earn an investment tax
credit of 35% on up to the first
$3 million of qualified expenditures for scientific research
and experimental development
(SR&ED) work carried out
in Canada (although 10% of
the labour costs for Canadian
employees claimed can now
relate to activities outside

Canada), and 20% on any
excess amount.
Other Canadian corporations, proprietorships, partnerships and trusts can earn
a credit of 20% of qualified
expenditures for research carried out in Canada.
“There is better awareness
[about the SR&ED investment
tax credits] than there was a

year. Manitoba has a 20%
credit which may be refundable if the work is done under
an eligible contract with a
qualifying research institute.
Saskatchewan now has a 15%
refundable credit.
Governments are also continuing to make research dollars available through recent
budgets with money largely

nologies, including large-scale
CCS projects.
The federal government
also says it will consult stakeholders “to identify specific
assets” used in CCS to provide
an accelerated capital cost
allowance.
The Saskatchewan budget
tabled in March provided
a $2.9 million increase for

“If you have an active R&D program and you decide to reduce it
below critical mass or cut it, there’s a lag in reactivating research,
maybe … in the order of five years to get things started.”
few years ago,” says David
Spicer, a partner with BDO
Dunwoody LLP.
Individual provinces also
make these credits available.
British Columbia offers a 10%
credit which may be refundable. Alberta has a 10% credit
that is always refundable to
companies but only applies to
the first $4 million of R&D
costs each year with a maximum $400,000 cash credit per

targeted at the environment
and focused on the development of carbon capture and
storage (CCS) technology.
In its recent stimulus budget,
Ottawa announced $1 billion
over five years to support clean
energy technologies. This
includes $150 million over five
years for research and $850
million over the same period
for the development and demonstration of promising tech-

the Saskatchewan Research
Council to boost its capacity
to partner with other organizations on R&D activities. Also,
$2.2 million was earmarked in
ongoing funding to support
carbon dioxide (CO2) enhanced
oil recovery.
The Ministry of Environment will administer $15.3
million in funding through an
initiative to support projects
that promote the development
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Collaborate with customers, peers and industry leaders.
Stay competitive through the economic downturn.
Be prepared for the next boom.
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and implementation of costeffective environmental technologies, such as CCS.
In Alberta, the big ticket
item is a $2-billion investment
in CCS, including funding
for three to five major projects that will be announced
mid-year. But the province is
moving in other areas to help
improve innovation.
Alberta recently introduced
Bill 27, the Alberta Research
and Innovation Act. The
proposed legislation would
enable the Alberta government
to implement a framework,
developed in consultation with
stakeholders, which restructures provincially funded
research and innovation
organizations.
The framework will merge
10 existing entities into five
new ones: an advisory body and
four board-governed provincial
corporations. The new organizations will focus on several
areas, including energy and the
environment. Transition to the

new framework will happen
over the next several months.
Eddy Isaacs, executive director with the Alberta Energy
Research Institute, says there’s
an understanding in government circles about the importance of R&D.
Part of the successful development of the oilsands into the
economic engine it is today was
partly thanks to government
money. In 1974, the Alberta
government made a strong
commitment to energy innovation through the creation of
the Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research Authority
(AOSTRA).
From 1974 to 2000, AOSTRA
invested nearly $800 million in
energy innovation, primarily
directed at the oilsands.
“If I look at the overall
government picture … there
is an increasing emphasis on
[R&D],” Isaacs says. “There
will be a break in the tradition
[to cut funding] because of
the importance of the whole

issue of sustainability and the
emphasis on alternate forms
of energy, on greater energy
efficiency. Governments will be
reluctant to cut spending.”
The acknowledgement
of the need for R&D hasn’t
changed, adds Marc Godin,
a consultant with Calgarybased Portfire Associates.
“There’s the recognition
[things need] to be better on
the environment side, particularly with the new U.S.
administration and their
expected emphasis on greener
oilsands or less [GHGs].”
For the Alberta Research
Council, it’s too early to get
a clear picture of industry’s
future intent on R&D spending, says Ian Potter, ARC’s
vice-president of energy.
“Most companies have realized that maintaining their
research portfolio is important
for their longer term benefit
and have continued with existing funding commitments,”
he notes. “Since a majority of

[ARC’s] work is in long-term
consortium-style projects
where the investment risk is
shared amongst all the companies, we normally don’t see too
many changes.”
Peterson, meanwhile, has
worked with a number of
major oilsands companies on
technological strategies and
a common view is that technology is the enabler to help
reduce operating costs, critical
with today’s lower oil prices
marginalizing new projects.
The danger of cutting R&D is
that it would set programs back
years, he stresses.
“If you have an active R&D
program and you decide to
reduce it below critical mass or
cut it, there’s a lag in reactivating research, maybe … in the
order of five years to get things
started,” he says. “Oilsands is
the high-cost producer and
I think it behooves oilsands
operators to keep relentlessly
driving costs down.”
• Richard Macedo

We’re dedicated to developing close relationships with both our clients and
employees. This focus is what separates us from our competition, earning our company
a trustworthy reputation throughout the industry. We accredit our success to the
devotion, innovation and expertise of our employees. Together, we work as partners,
ensuring our clients obtain the highest level of quality and service.

From the early planning stages to project completion,
North American Construction Group will be there, every step of the way.

MINING & HEAVY CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRIAL – PILING – PIPELINE
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barrier to entry
Boom or no boom, oilsands outsiders hit barriers to technology uptake
By Maurice Smith
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Build a better mousetrap, so the saying goes,
and the world will beat a path to your door. Fine
theory, perhaps, but to most seeking to break into
the multibillion-dollar oilsands business, nothing
could be further from the truth.

Kruyer’s oleophilic sieve

22
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In fact, a growing list of innovators and
what they perceive as their superior methods of oilsands extraction and upgrading,
compared to existing commercial methods,
are becoming increasingly frustrated at what
they perceive as the closed door attitude of
existing producers, zealously guarding their
massive investments in what the upstarts
consider yesterday’s technology.
The list of innovations is as eclectic as it
is long. In addition to better known step-out
technologies now undergoing testing — in-situ
fireflooding, electro-thermal stimulation and
solvent-enhanced SAGD (steam-assisted
gravity drainage) — industry outsiders are
promoting everything from oil-digesting
bugs and miracle solvents to oleophilic
screening and borehole mining.
Mainly oilpatch outsiders, many seek to
dethrone the mainstays of the 80-year-old
hot water floatation separation technology
dominant on the mining side and the heavily
natural gas-reliant SAGD extraction method
ascendant among in-situ producers.
At a time when the “dirty oil” label is
beginning to stick, they offer the oilsands
industry the alluring promise of “green”
alternatives, often described in such terms
as pioneering, revolutionary and gamechanging. But their solutions remain
largely untested and unproven at commercial scale, begging the question whether

oilsands
they are offering a potential silver bullet,
or simply looking to cash in on the once
booming oilsands sector.
Though the global economic recession
and dramatic scale-back in oilsands investment in recent months is working against
them, mounting environmental pressures in
general and growing alarm over oilsands air
and water pollution in particular is working for them. Indeed, many see a cleanup of
mining operations’ massive and toxic tailings
ponds as a way to introduce their technologies to the industry through the back door.
Promoters of new technologies say
that while evolutionary technologies and
those that can more easily mesh with existing operations are generally welcomed by
industry, so-called disruptive technologies
— those that are discontinuous or revolutionary in nature — are rarely adopted as
producers seek to protect their huge investments. “Only when you develop a process
that can supplement a little part of the
existing plant will you be successful,” says
Jan Kruyer, inventor of the oleophilic sieve
separation method.
“What happens is this: if they have a process that works, irrespective of what it does
to the environment, if it works and it makes
money, then if a new plant comes on steam
[producers] say, ‘Well, we have to get investors to invest in this,’ and the first question
that is raised is, what technology are you
going to use? Are you going to use new technology or are you going to use technology
that has been proven to make money? And
the obvious answer is, ‘Yes, we have to use
technology that has been proven,’ because
otherwise the investors are simply saying,
‘We are not going to take the risk.’”
Houston-based Planet Resource Recovery,
Inc. is promoting a proprietary chemical
product called PetroLuxus, which uses nanoscale technology to interrupt the bonding
of metals and hydrocarbons in soil, water
and oil and gas applications. Early efforts to
showcase the product, entirely at the company’s expense, were rebuffed despite success
in certified independent lab tests with “much
tougher” Utah tar sands and in real-world
remediation applications, the company says.
“Several years ago I talked to some [producers] up there, but we weren’t given a lot
of time — we were treated like yesterday’s
news,” says president and CEO Kurt Neubauer. “Of course, we were unproven [then],
but they were not even willing to look.”
Researchers at the U.S. Department of
Energy’s Savannah River National Laboratory in Aiken, South Carolina, who have
refined the consortia of bacteria found to

Oleophilic sieve
Kruyer’s process basically
consists of a pair of sieves,
one over the other, created
by a revolving oleophilic
steel cable, up to one inch in
diameter, through which ore
is dropped. Bitumen sticks to
the cable while water, sand,
clay and other materials fall
through.

have cleaned up sludge in Poland, have also run into barriers
to entry. While conceding red tape encountered on both sides
of the border hasn’t helped, Dale Haas, commercialization
manager, Technology Transfer, says that after three years of
fruitless efforts to seal a deal with a major oilsands producer,
the makers of the proprietary BioTiger have now turned to
a couple of U.S.-based companies, Champion Technologies,
Inc. and DuPont, to break into the market.
“Getting the foot in the door has been pretty difficult,”
Haas says. “I don’t know why — it just seems like a very
closed community…. Water is a major issue, and the environmental ramifications are of utmost concern of most of the
people you talk to up there [in Calgary]. So here we have a technology we think can help on
both of those fronts and we have [had] a very difficult time getting in the door.
“I’ve marketed it to other companies, in that long list of folks who are working in the oilsands, with minimal or no response from them whatsoever. But we are still moving forward,
still pushing — we certainly want to get it in there if at all possible. Running it through
those two companies, I think, we can really get to where we are trying to go.”
A newer entrant to the sector, Darrell Phillips, president of Ponchatoula, Louisianabased Epic Oil Extractors, LLC, says he is aware of the difficulties involved in launching
an entirely new process to the oilsands industry. But he suggests a new environmental
awareness will force the hand of producers. “They are having a really tough time from the
emissions point of view, from the cost point of view, from the public relations point of view,
and it seems as though they are pretty much looking for something that would be environmentally friendly, would be clean and could produce fossil fuels without the negative impact
that they have got right now,” he says.
“We are certainly aware of [the barriers to entry]. But the thing is, even if we can’t
persuade them, government regulations are going to persuade them eventually. I don’t
think there is going to be much choice.”
Sticky screen
Easily the most persistent, and patient, of all the technology promoters knocking on
producers’ doors, oleophilic sieve inventor Jan Kruyer remains confident that after 35 years
of trying, he is on the verge of getting his foot in the preverbal door, though it will be the
back one. Undaunted by lack of uptake thus far, the eternally optimistic inventor believes
an application by Syncrude Canada Limited to expand its tailings ponds offers his best hope yet
of finally commercializing his process. He has applied to the Energy Resources Conservation
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Process Comparison
	Clark’s HWEP	
Kruyer’s Oleophilic Sieve
Uses froth flotation
Uses a sieve to capture bitumen
Huge tailings ponds
No tailings ponds
Water impounded for years
Water returned daily to process
Sodium hydroxide added
No sodium hydroxide
Tailings are toxic
Inventor drank tailings
Naphthenic acids
No naphthenic acids
Fines are dispersed
Fines not dispersed
High fresh water demand
Low fresh water demand
Large equipment
Small equipment
Many pots and pans
Simple equipment
Air required
Air not used
Product is a bitumen froth
Product is bitumen liquid
Product high in water and solids
Product higher in bitumen content
Medium bitumen recovery
High bitumen recovery
40 to 80ºC process
5 to 40ºC process
High energy demand
Low energy demand.

Board (ERCB) to present his technology as an alternative to pond expansion at upcoming hearings. He says he is prepared to offer the technology for free to a first user, then charge a fee to
other companies once the process is commercially proven. And once proven in sludge processing, he hopes to follow the same formula for upfront bitumen processing.
“Basically there is no way we can get into the industry by doing it through the front door,
so what we do is we say, ‘We will clean up your sludge, and in the process demonstrate that
this is a very good process.’ We don’t need to change their plant; we’ll just go in and clean
up the ponds. It’s a totally separate piece of equipment that we bring in that doesn’t interfere with their operations.”
Like Karl Clark — who is credited with discovering the hot water extraction process
in the 1920s that to this day is still the mainstay of all oilsands mining mega projects
— Kruyer also invented his process while toiling at the Alberta Research Council (he joined
ARC in 1961 when Clark retired). But unlike Clark, who relinquished control of the technology, Kruyer refused to sign over patent rights to the ARC in 1975, prompting his firing.
He says he feared the technique would be buried if he lost control of it. “The research
council said, ‘We have just given our [Clark] process to Suncor; we want to put your process
on the shelf because we don’t want to muddy the waters.’ That’s the reason I was fired. I
lost my pension over it, and we fought in court for about a year. What was so surprising is,
I won the case.”
The two sides later struck a deal whereby ARC gained control of the first (now expired)
patent while allowing Kruyer to license the technology and further refine it. “The ARC
said, ‘Give us the first patent and you can go on and develop any other patents after that.’
We agreed that they would not touch my process.” With major refinements and some 25
patents in his own name gained since, Kruyer and his company — Thorsby, Alberta-based
Oleophilic Sieve Development of Canada Ltd. — are now in full control of the technology.
Unlike the Clark process, the oleophilic (oil-attracting) process — the product of millions of dollars of private and public investment over 35 years of research and development
— does not require high temperatures, caustic soda and air to be effective, Kruyer says.
“We don’t float the bitumen, we simply screen it out.”
Basically it consists of a pair of sieves, one over the other, created by a revolving oleophilic steel cable, up to one inch in diameter, through which ore is dropped. Bitumen sticks
to the cable while water, sand, clay and other materials fall through. Rollers at either end of
the sieve squeeze the separated bitumen off the cable and recover it. Clay fines are not electrically charged and so are not dispersed during extraction, Kruyer says, and the resulting
tailings consolidate quickly.
Many materials, such as steel, are by nature oleophilic — no oleophilic coating is necessary. “If you use steel cables, the bitumen sticks to the steel. If you visualize a steel cable,
it’s not a smooth surface; it has multi strands that form the cable, so you have these voids in
between those strands in the cable and they hold on to that bitumen.”
The process therefore uses far less water, eliminates toxic tailings, and what water is used
can be quickly recycled. Kruyer claims the process requires one-quarter the time and uses
half the energy per barrel compared to the commercial Clark process.
Early tests, dating back to the 1980s, recovered 94% of bitumen for nine per cent bitumen
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content oilsands, and 98% recovery for 12%
bitumen content ore, rates that were three
to 20% higher than Clark process recoveries
depending on grade of ore processed.
When sludge is processed to recover
residual bitumen at pond temperature, the
gel forming solids are removed along with
the bitumen, and the resulting processed
sludge settles and compacts much faster,
he says. This can eliminate the current two
decades needed to produce mature fine tailings and thus allow much faster environmental clean up. In early pilot tests on tailings
sludge, Kruyer says his process has removed
85% of the approximately 10% of bitumen
not separated in the Clark process that ends
up in tailings ponds.
But despite early successes, breaking into
the market has been elusive. Even when
proven, bringing a new process to the oilsands “is extremely difficult,” Kruyer says.
“Many times they have said, ‘This is a good
process, but we are just not in a position to
use it — it’s too expensive to change our process.’ Even researchers at Syncrude who have
come up with some very useful inventions,
they are not being used simply because the
cost is too great to shut down the existing
plant and to make the modifications. The
equipment is so big that they can’t afford to
shut it down.
“So it has to be a gradual thing to work
your way into the industry. That’s the reason there is no other process for [extracting] the oilsands. But now the government
is under pressure, because the public says,
‘You are messing up the environment,’ and
the ERCB [with new, stricter regulations]
is responding.”
Despite his years in the wilderness, and
what he sees as past efforts to have his invention suppressed or signed over to third parties, the man who has devoted his career to
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prodding government and industry “to look
outside the ‘froth floatation’ box that holds
them captive” says he is not bitter. “Each
person plays a role depending on who pays
his salary. Consequently I have no hard feelings towards anyone,” Kruyer states. “It took
Karl Clark from 1925 to 1967 to see his process commercialized, and there was no competing oilsands process. I only filed for the
first patent in 1976 and had to overcome an
existing commercial process and therefore I
expect to have to wait for several more years.
But I do hope to see success before the grim
reaper comes.”
Magic formula
Texas entrepreneur Neubauer, who has
developed and managed numerous start-up
ventures to success over the past 30 years,
doesn’t hide the passion he feels about his
company’s potential. Since emerging as a
commercial oil recovery and remediation
technology in early 2008, Neubauer has
attempted to present his technology as a possible solution for what has become widely
derided as dirty oil. His search for a better
technology dates to the 1990s when, among
the solutions, he became aware of a “green”
chemical formulation being used as a remediation product. He went as far as to hire an
investigator to track down inventor Michael
Smallwood on the tiny Caribbean Island
of Aruba. Smallwood had spent 15 years
developing the biodegradable product.
“I made contact with him there, started
an open dialogue, and made a deal to acquire
the product. I brought him on board as the
chief science officer and in December 2005
we launched our company. Michael has continued to develop this product along with a
number of others that have spun off of the
primary product.”
Neubauer brought the necessary personnel on board to advance the chemistry and
construct a proprietary process to produce
the solution on a commercial level and
began commercial production in August
2007. Last September, manufacturing time
had been reduced from a five day batch
process to less than five hours and capacity
was increased by 30%.
“Remediation is the target, and if you
understand remediation you understand
that the oilsands is remediation, nothing more,” Neubauer says. “PetroLuxus
[the trademarked name], acts like a
surfactant, but without all the harmful
environmental problems. It is environmentally friendly, period. The water is
recyclable and if we use any heat at all,
it’s moderate heat.”

The product’s unique characteristics are based on its inherent abilities to affect ion
exchange, scavenge oxygen, increase wetability and reduce surface tension at the microscopic level, says the company. Formulated from naturally occurring compounds, PetroLuxus is non-flammable, non-hazardous and will dissipate into the environment in nontoxic compounds that present no ongoing hazard.
Although the chemistry is proprietary, the company says the product uses the natural
properties of silicon, sodium, potassium and proprietary infusion of liquid metals to form an
inorganic chemical that has a nano-scale molecular structure. It can also affect the polarity
and attraction/repulsion of hydrocarbons and metals that need to be released for separation
or precipitation.
PetroLuxus initiates an ionic exchange mechanism that causes hydrocarbons to become
colloidal and hydrophobic and thus lose their attraction to adulterates such as rock, clay,
shale, sand, dirt, metals and water. Oil loses its attraction to other material and separates
more readily. PetroLuxus also dramatically reduces the frictional coefficient of the oil,
reducing the relative viscosity of the oil by as much as 10 times, the company maintains,
allowing it to flow more readily.
The company’s business model is to partner with or license to established companies
in targeted markets. In the past four years PetroLuxus has been refined to over 14 formulations, blended for various uses in soil and water remediation and such oil industry
applications as enhanced oil and gas recovery, oil and gas well stimulation and sludge
pit cleanup.
In an oilsands application, the chemical upon contact eliminates the interfacial surface
tension between all matter it contacts, resulting in stratification of materials into specific

“I only filed for the first patent in 1976 and
had to overcome an existing commercial
process and therefore I expect to have to wait
for several more years. But I do hope to see
success before the grim reaper comes.”
gravity layers for efficient extraction. In the majority of applications, little to no heat for
processing is required, providing considerable cost saving advantages compared to many
current methods used today, Neubauer says. Independent lab tests indicate PetroLuxus can
remove approximately 99.2% of total hydrocarbons in the oilsands.
“We have a rehydration process where we hydrate the sand, to make it easier to work
with, and then hit it with our product, which will phase the sand into a free phase solution
— one phase is the bottoms, which is the sand itself, one is the water phase and then we
have the actual oil phase.
“And what we learned from labs up in Salt Lake City, Utah, was that on the initial cut
of the first pass we got over 99% of all the total hydrocarbons in place, 99.6 in fact, and so
we realized, wow, there is smoke here, we have really got something. We can take that very
heavy oil that moves like peanut butter and make it move like honey.”
Like others, Neubauer says remediation of the massive tailings ponds could be the best
entry point for his technology. “Eventually, the producers are going to be forced to look at
it from an environmental side. So I would be just as happy going and cleaning up just the
waste as opposed to dealing directly in the oilsands, because I think there is enough oil in
your ponds up there to probably produce enough fuel for a small country.”
Neubauer acknowledges bringing about change in the oilsands market won’t be easy,
given the billions already invested in existing technologies. “There is a barrier to entry
— they are very slow to act on things. But I am going to defend them, too. They have obligations to meet, and they’ve spent vast amounts of money as it is to get to where they are.
We can’t just walk in one day and say, ‘OK, we are going to do this now.’ They need to feel
assured that our technology is going to be viable and it’s going to work. All we ask is the
opportunity to prove it.”
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Epic opportunity
Epic Oil Extractors’ Phillips attended an oilsands conference in Calgary recently, something that convinced him the oilsands is an industry with many challenges. “As we listened
to two full days of current and perceived future issues confronting the industry, we realized
that we have solutions to most of the operational challenges that were discussed,” he says.
Epic Oil Extractors’ fully-automated, closed-loop solvent extraction technology uses
no boilers, steam or water in its core process, according to Phillips, resulting in a cleaner,
greener system with no waste water and “little to no emissions,” he claims. “The system is
adjustable, resulting in selective yield, selective API and control over the pumpability of the
resultant crude oil, reducing or eliminating diluents. The tailings are dry and contain no
hazardous components. The crude is a high quality, high API, low sulphur, refinery ready
oil with no retained solvent to recover.”
Originally focused on producing biofuels, Epic became involved in the oilsands after it
was suggested to Phillips while he was involved in a canola seed project in Montreal. “The
opportunities in the oilsands seemed to be absolutely well suited to what we are doing. So
we did some work and found that we could do real good work with it.”
The company has built three extractors, the most recent of which was engineered by

HFG Engineering, a subsidiary of Heerema Fabrication Group. The first was experimental, the second was for proof of concept and the third has been used to test a variety of
agricultural products and oilsands samples. Phillips says the process can easily be scaled to
5,000 barrels per day. “The process is proprietary. We do it in an enclosed extractor using
techniques that we have developed ourselves,” he says. “Our only chemicals are a liquid gas
solvent and nitrogen.”
The pilot extractor has been running samples of Alberta oilsands for the last 10 months.
Phillips says he has been involved in some confidential talks with Canadian firms about the
technology and is now looking into working with an international engineering firm to market the technology in the oilsands.
Still in early stags of commercializing the process, Phillips says he chose to stay under the
radar until he had full confidence in the process. “We had a feeling that if we raised our flag
a little too soon that A, we would be stamped with the same negative position that a lot of
other people have brought into this market, and B, we wanted to make darn sure that what
we had would be complete before we got there so that we would not be amongst those who
have brought wonderful ideas and then failed badly.
“There have been some charlatans that have promoted a variety of ideas that went really
badly. We are branded by association no matter what we do. So our object was to present a
completed package and to have it verified by third parties before we got there. And at this
point I am prepared to undergo just about any sort of inspection that anybody would wish.”
Environmental biocatalyst
BioTiger is a natural microbial consortium that is the product of eight years of extensive
microbiology screening and characterization of bacteria isolates collected from a century26
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Solvent Solution
Epic’s fully-automated, closed-loop
solvent extraction technology uses
no boilers, steam or water in its core
process. The company has built three
extractors. The first was experimental
and the second was for proof of concept. Shown below, and at left, is the
third extractor, which has been used
to process oilsands samples.

old oil refinery waste lagoon in Poland. It
consists of 12 bacteria isolates proven to
have consistent activity for bioremediation of
petroleum compounds.
According to a paper produced by
researchers at the Savannah National
Laboratory, BioTiger shows rapid and
complete degradation of aliphatic and
aromatic hydrocarbons, produces novel
surfactants, is tolerant of both chemical
and metal toxicity and shows good activity
at temperature and pH extremes.
It was originally developed and used by
the U.S. Department of Energy for bioremediation of oil-contaminated sediments,
including radioactive oily soils. Researchers developed a floatation test protocol to
evaluate BioTiger with Alberta oilsands.
A comparison of hot water extraction and
floatation test of the oilsands demonstrated a
50% improvement in separation as measured
by gravimetric analysis in four hours and a
five-fold increase at 25 hours.
Since it performs well at high tempera-

oilsands

Bitumen (g)

tures, researchers say the process can be engineered to sus10
Residue (g)
Froth (g)
Mass Balance (g)
tain metabolic activity and applied to enhance recovery of
9
bitumen from oilsands or other complex recalcitrant matrices
on a larger scale.
8
It was found all the isolates demonstrated the ability to biodegrade and metabolize a variety of hydrocarbons to varying degrees,
7
and that together the patent-pending microbial consortia has
6
been proven to enhance separation of the oilsands without added
chemicals.
5
BioTiger conversions of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
4
(PAHs) may also be used for upgrading activity to enhance downstream processing. “The extent of BioTiger applications to oil3
sands for recovery processes, both in situ and ex situ, is remained
to be fully explored,” concluded the study, conducted by research2
ers Robin Brigmon, Christopher Berry, Charles Milliken and
1
Whitney Jones.
Despite lack of a deal with an oilsands major, Haas says the
0
DOE is continuing to promote the product, which was recently
24 hr
4 hr
Control
licensed to a Florida company for a remediation application. The
Treatment
DOE is now working with the University of Calgary and the
Alberta Energy Research Institute (AERI) to advance the conEnhanced Recovery
BioTiger enhanced
cept on the research side while talks with DuPont and Champion
separation of bitumen
continue on the commercial side. The agency is hoping to estabfrom residue (sand).
lish a large-scale pilot project.
be modified to extract the hydrocarbon
“We think it’s a great application from a number of different
phase of the oilsands while leaving a substanstandpoints,” Haas says. “We’d love to get it into the tailings
tial quantity of the sands in situ and without
ponds because we are pretty sure it is going to clean up that
disturbing the overburden,” he says.
mess, as well as being able to break it down to where some of
It appears, he adds, that the technique
that oil is actually going to be recoverable. That would environmentally help the water
offers the potential of recovering the
situation, and then hopefully take that same cleaner water and put it back into the process,
hydrocarbons in the intermediate zones
thereby saving water that they would otherwise need to put into the process. So there is a
between the present open pit mining opergreat many positives to the technology and hopefully we can keep it moving forward.”
ations and the deeper SAGD operations.
“The major benefits offered is that it does
Borehole mining
not require high volumes of natural gas
Mike Dibble, president of Rail-Veyor Systems, Inc. of Morganton, Georgia, is promoting
for extraction, which is already a saleable
flooded cavity borehole mining of oilsands, whereby a well is drilled into the oilsands bearproduct, and would significantly reduce
ing formation and a water jet is used to agitate fluidized sand in the cavity. An underground
the quantity of sands produced requiring
cavity is created and expanded and, with the addition of heat and chemical additives, bitufuture costly disposal.”
men and sand are separated, allowing extraction of bitumen through the same borehole and
The concept is not an entirely new one.
leaving sand and clay downhole.
A series of trials in Cold Lake deposits in
the 1990s showed borehole mining could
work, and that “reasonable production rates
could be sustained,” Scott Dunbar, of the
University of British Columbia’s department of mining engineering, reported in a
2006 review of the technique for Petroleum
Technology Alliance Canada. (Dunbar also
reviewed the potential adoption of longwall
mining used in coal mining to the oilsands
industry, concluding in part that subsidence
and its management and mitigation could be
the Achilles’ heel of its application.)
Dibble says the concept grew out of a 1980s research program to extract high-grade
But Dunbar, who did not specifically
phosphate sands in Florida. It was found that when operated in a flooded environconsider Dibble’s technique, found that in
ment rather than air, the effect of attrition of sand against sand created a “wash tub”
order to recover enough bitumen to offset
type action that increased productivity from the cavity, and that the scouring action
the cost to drill and complete a well to 480
“cleaned” the sand, leaving the organic material present in the aqueous fraction that
metres depth, the cavern volume would need
could be removed by displacement. While in that case isolation of the organic compoto exceed 100,000 cubic metres, creating a
nent was of no commercial interest, in the oilsands this isolated organic component is
roof span where the deposit meets the overexactly what is desired, Dibble says.
lying shale of about 80 metres. He says that
“The lessons learned after that successful program indicated that the concept used could

“Unfortunately, the rapid drop in the value
of a barrel of oil after the heavy oil sands
conference slowed the enthusiasm for the
development of this or any new technology
that was not already locally proven.”
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“without some form of support, such a span
is impossible in any rock type; it is simply a
matter of the available shear strength of rock
properties. Indeed, during the 1991 trial
the shale roof of the small cavern (about 50
cubic metres) failed.”
Dibble notes, however, that his system
works in a flooded environment. “Histo
rically most BHM projects operated in
an open dewatered cavity. Our M.O. is
to undercut the formation and pump the
lower sand up the eductor pipeline system
to allow for swell. We then shut off the
eductor and use moderately high pressure
water through the cutting jet and pipe
system rotation to create a wash tub scouring effect. Sand on sand attrition scrubbing disengages the bitumen, which then
is removed within the overflow aqueous
phase. The clean sand, because of settling
velocity, settles to the bottom of the cavity.
The end result is that the cavity is always
full of washed sand so there is effectively
no place for the cavity roof to fall preventing potential subsidence.”
Dibble travelled to Calgary last July to
present his proposal to the Oil Sands and
Heavy Oil Technologies Conference &
Exhibition. “My prime interest is to build
and operate a demonstration scale [borehole
mining] system, already designed, to either
prove or disprove that this process has economic merit, and could expand the economically recoverable resources of hydrocarbons
in these intermediate sands. Unfortunately,
the rapid drop in the value of a barrel of oil
after the heavy oil sands conference slowed
the enthusiasm for the development of this
or any new technology that was not already
locally proven.”
Dibble also notes follow-up was not as
aggressive as it might have been because he
is also concentrating on the Rail-Veyor bulk
material transport system he has developed.
That system has now been in commercial
operation in South Africa for more than
two years. “We also have a successful demonstration Rail-Veyor train system now
operating in the Sudbury, Ontario area,” he
says. Since last summer, he has been concentrating on the possible use of Rail-Veyor in
returning clean sand from bitumen removal
to the pit.
Which is not to say he is not still hopeful of commercial application of borehole
mining. “As a senior engineer with over 50
years of experience I would be very disappointed to see this exciting new technology
be allowed to go to waste and eventually go
to my grave with me without being given the
chance to live up to its full potential.” •
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In a bid to cut heavy oil operating costs,
C-FER hopes to field test
downhole sand separation and disposal
By Pat Roche

I

t’s a practice that has prompted more than one heavy
oil engineer to say there has to be a better way.
Thousands of tonnes of sand are pumped to the
surface with heavy oil, then trucked to disposal sites
where it’s sometimes pumped right back into the
ground via disposal wells.
Maurice Dusseault, a heavy oil specialist at the
University of Waterloo in southwestern Ontario,
estimated Alberta and Saskatchewan non-thermal
heavy oil wells generated 330,000 cubic metres of
sand in 2003. (In this article, heavy oil refers to viscous oil that can
be produced conventionally as opposed to solid or semi-solid bitumen that won’t flow without being heated or diluted.)
A few years ago Edmonton-based C-FER Technologies Inc. came
up with a possible solution.
The heavy oil zones straddling the Alberta-Saskatchewan border
overlie a thick salt layer called the Prairie Evaporites. Salt has been
solution-mined in Alberta and Saskatchewan for decades. Water is
pumped down wells to dissolve the salt and the resulting brine is
pumped to the surface. In Western Canada and elsewhere, salt
caverns are used to temporarily store crude oil, natural gas liquids
and natural gas.
And more to the point, salt caverns in Western Canada are used
to dispose of oilfield wastes, including sand. In fact, C-FER got the
idea for downhole oil-sand separation from cavern operators who
discovered that relatively clean oil could be produced from caverns
used for oily waste disposal.
So why not use caverns as sand separators? Don’t bring the sand
to the surface at all.
Thus was born C-FER’s SuperSump concept. Instead of pumping
fluids to surface from each well, several wells would instead drain by
gravity flow into a single salt cavern where sand would settle to the

bottom and the oil and water would be pumped to the surface. The
sand would remain in the cavern forever.
“The technology for disposing of waste sand and oilfield slop
oil is well established in salt caverns,” says Brian Wagg, C-FER’s
manager of drilling and completions. “But the process uses a lot [of]
energy by heating the tanks on surface to allow the oil and sand to
separate, by having to truck the sand to a central facility, and then
pump it down into the cavern.”
SuperSump wells would cost more than conventional heavy oil
wells because they would be drilled deeper and directionally. At
800 to 1,200 metres, the salt layers are typically about twice as
deep as producing heavy oil reservoirs, which are in the 400- to
600-metre range.
However, this cost would be partly offset by putting one pumping
system in the salt cavern instead of individual pumping systems in
each well. “So you only have one drive head, one variable-frequency
drive, one drive string and one pump,” says Wagg. Without the
need to install pumps, wells could be smaller diameter. “So now
you’re saving on steel, you can drill a well a lot faster [and use] a
smaller rig.”
There would be less impact on farmers’ fields. Leases could be
smaller because there’d be no tanks at the wellsite, and there would
be no need to bring in a service rig because there’d be no pump, no
rods, no tubing in individual wells. Well cleanouts could be done
with a small-diameter coiled-tubing unit.
The single cavern pump would obviously be larger than the individual well pumps it replaces and would be pumping from a greater
depth. However, it would be pumping clean oil and water, so there
should be less abrasion and wear than if the fluid contained a lot of
sand. So the pump should last longer.
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Cutting op-ex
But the real savings would be achieved through greatly reduced
operating costs.
About 25% of heavy oil operating costs have been attributed to
sand, C-FER says. This includes both sand-related workovers in
the wellbore (cleanouts and dealing with tubing wear, rod wear and
pump plugging) and sand handling on surface.
Sand production soared in recent years as more operators started
using a process called cold heavy oil production with sand, or
CHOPS, where sand production is initially promoted to improve
oil output. Those wells can have sand cuts as high as 40% for a few
days. But even on a routine basis, wells in the Lloydminster heavy
oil belt straddling the Alberta-Saskatchewan border typically have
continuous sand cuts of between one and five per cent, Wagg says.
Sand is pumped to the surface with heavy oil and water, and is
separated in large steel tanks. These tanks must be heated, which is
an energy cost. The tank cleanout is typically a two-truck process. A
stinger system on one truck agitates the sand, which must be mixed
into a slurry and vacuumed or pumped into another truck. The sand
is then trucked to sometimes distant disposal sites.
If sand could be separated downhole, there’d be no need for
separation tanks at surface. A largely sand-free oil-and-water emulsion could be flowlined to a central facility. Flowlining production
instead of trucking it to a central battery would eliminate not only
pressure trucks and vacuum trucks for tank cleanouts. It would also
eliminate water-hauling and oil-hauling trucks.
“They could flowline the oil now but there are concerns about the
produced sand clogging up those lines,” says Wagg. “So they tend to
avoid flowlining until they get to very high water cuts [when there’s
less] concern about sand deposition…. So some of the older fields
are on flowline.”
So while cost-cutting is the main driver, the SuperSump concept
would have environmental benefits.
Eliminating heavy truck traffic improves safety and landowner
relations. “So the municipalities don’t have to do as much road
maintenance,” says Wagg, adding that road safety is improved.
“There’s also a dust issue with the trucks running up and down the
roads keeping Mrs. Evans’ laundry clean on the line and Mr. Evans
keeping his car clean because now there’s only one truck a day coming past their house instead of 20.”
Eliminating tanks at each
wellsite would reduce the
likelihood of spills and vandalism. Without tanks the
lease sites can be smaller.
And in an increasingly
carbon-conscious world,
eliminating heaters and
sand trucking would have
the added benefit of cutting
greenhouse gas emissions.
By lowering operating costs the SuperSump
approach might also
increase ultimate recovery.
TARGET ZONE
The heavy oil fairway stretching across the AlbertaSaskatchewan border that overlies the thick Prairie Evaporites
salt layer could be the ideal location for C-FER’s SuperSump
approach to heavy oil extraction.
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SAND TRAP
The SuperSump concept would see several wells
drain oil and sand into a central subterranean salt
cavern for separation, negating the need to ever
bring sand to the surface.

Heavy oil wells become uneconomic after the water cut reaches a
certain point. When a well goes on production, an operator might
be hauling 10 truckloads of oil for every truckload of water. But as
the water-to-oil ratio rises, the cost of water hauling and disposal
starts to equal what the producer will get paid for the oil. At that
point the well is shut in.
“But by centralizing the flowlines to one central well … you can
put a booster pump on and you can pump it a greater distance,”
says Wagg. Reducing the cost of water disposal — by flowlining the
water to a disposal well, instead of trucking it — should make it economic to keep producing longer.
Only about eight per cent of Alberta-Saskatchewan heavy oil is
recovered on primary production. In other words, conventional production leaves behind about 92% of the original in-place heavy oil.
So any technology that increases ultimate recovery would benefit
Alberta and Saskatchewan through increased royalties and economic
spinoff.
A SuperSump selling point is the technologies underpinning it
— directional drilling and salt-cavern disposal — are well established. But like many potentially-game-changing new processes,
there are challenges.
“Without having that feedback of what’s coming out of the wells,
you don’t know which well needs some help,” says Wagg. In other
words, with several wells producing into a single salt cavern, it
wouldn’t be obvious what each individual well is doing — for example, which one is producing a lot of water or needs a workover. But
with modern sensors and telemetry Wagg doesn’t think this will be
an insurmountable problem.
Production accounting would also be affected. At present producers report output from individual wells. But if several wells are
producing into a single cavern, there wouldn’t be a direct measure of
what each is producing.
However, this may not be all that different from an operator drill-

heavy oil
To bolster its case for a field test, C-FER did computational
fluid dynamics modelling of how oil, sand and water would
separate within a cavern, based on various well geometries and
production scenarios. What’s the best size for the cavern? How
should the wells be placed? To achieve maximum separation efficiency, the design should minimize turbulence so the sand can
settle. The goal was to identify the design features that would
yield the cleanest possible oil.
“We’ve also done work to evaluate the cavern stability to show
that over the life of these wells, the cavern will be stable so we don’t
Aiming for a field test
have concerns with damage to the wells or excessive growth of the
As this article went to press C-FER was in the process of licensing
cavern,” Wagg says.
Calgary-based Distinct Resources Corp. to promote the technology.
Modelling suggests the cavern doesn’t have to be huge, which is
In exchange, Distinct — a privately held company formed to help
good news. While some salt caverns used for hydrocarbon storage
commercialize the SuperSump concept — will contribute funding
may be in the 100,000-cubic metre range, Wagg says C-FER’s comand may seek partners for a field trial.
puter modelling suggests a sand separation cavern would only need
To date, the project is partly funded by a grant from the Alberta
to be about 10 metres in diameter and 50 metres tall with a total
Energy Research Institute, a provincial government agency. (C-FER
volume of less than 4,000-cubic metres.
Technologies operates as a not-for-profit, wholly-owned subsidiary
The smaller the cavern, the more stable it is. Smaller caverns also
of the Alberta Research Council with income earned solely from
fee-for-service work, mostly for private industry. C-FER’s technolocost less to make. The initial SuperSump cavern can be smaller than
gies are often commercialized through licensing agreements with
the ultimate required capacity because produced water coming into
private sector companies.)
the cavern will enlarge it over time. “But we expect that to be fairly
slow,” Wagg says.
Initially it has to be big enough to allow
sufficient residence time for the sand, oil and
Only about eight per cent of Alberta-Saskatchewan heavy oil is
water to separate. And ultimately it has to
recovered on primary production. In other words, conventional
have enough storage space that it doesn’t fill
production leaves behind about 92% of the original in-place
up with sand before the heavy oil reservoir is
depleted.
heavy oil. So any technology that increases ultimate recovery
Even though Wagg says the SuperSump
would benefit Alberta and Saskatchewan through increased
would be relatively small compared to other
salt cavern applications, it would be huge
royalties and economic spinoff.
compared to surface separators. “With the
size of the cavern you can build, you can get
Distinct’s president is David Birkett, who is also president of
huge residence times compared to what they normally do for surface
Calgary-based Landis Energy Corporation, a public company
tanks,” he says. And the longer the fluid stays in the cavern, the
hoping to develop a gas storage facility in a salt cavern near Truro,
more time the sand has to settle.
Nova Scotia. Distinct’s vice-president of engineering and operations
Bruce Peachey, an Edmonton-based consulting engineer and
is Dick Graham, who is also vice-president of corporate developoilpatch technology developer, describes the SuperSump concept as
ment and operations with Landis Energy.
“thinking outside the well.”
Graham says he has worked in the energy industry for over 25
“We sort of ignore all the other zones down there,” he says. “But
years, including 15 years with SaskEnergy and its TransGas Limited
when you think about it, they’re mining potash below the oil zones
subsidiary, a major Saskatchewan natural gas pipeline and storage
that we’re producing from in some areas [of Saskatchewan].”
company. He says his background as an engineer includes heavy oil
Peachey is the inventor of another C-FER-developed and
production in the Lloydminster area and the design of pumping
patented technology — downhole oil-water separation. Liquids
are separated according to their densities as they flow through a
technologies for use in heavy and light oil production.
hydrocyclone installed in the wellbore and the water is routed to a
In a paper presented at the World Heavy Oil Congress in
disposal zone accessible from the same well.
Edmonton in March 2008, Wagg estimated the capital cost of estabThe hydrocyclone was successfully installed in several wells.
lishing a SuperSump with nine wells draining into it would be about
In some cases it not only decreased water production but even
$5.3 million versus $4.2 million for nine CHOPS wells. But he estiboosted oil output — in one case by 400%. But the downhole oilmated the SuperSump operating costs would be less than one-third
water separator hasn’t been widely adopted — an indication of the
that of the current CHOPS process.
uphill struggle new technologies can face. Proponents hope the
The biggest concern raised by heavy oil producers — the most
SuperSump downhole oil-sand separator will fare better because it
obvious partners — was about cavern stability, Wagg says. Some
combines established practices such as directional drilling and salt
operators also thought C-FER’s estimates of drilling costs were too
cavern disposal. Says Peachey: “The beauty of SuperSump is we’re
low. C-FER has since completed analyses it believes will allay proalready using caverns to store the sand.” •
ducer concerns and pave the way for a field test.
ing a horizontal well instead of four or five vertical wells. “So you
essentially combine the production from those four or five areas in
the one [horizontal] well,” Wagg says. “And that’s all we’re really
doing…. It’s just a different way of doing multilaterals, essentially.”
Regulators would still get an accounting of how much oil was
produced from a given formation in an area. Individual reports
would just come from one SuperSump well, draining maybe 40
acres, as opposed to individual wells on 10-acre spacing.

CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION
Brian Wagg, C-FER, Tel: (780) 450-8989 Ext. 235, E-mail: b.wagg@cfertech.com
Dick Graham, Distinct, Tel: (306) 541-9803, E-mail: rgraham@distinctresources.com
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gas over bitumen

Injected air replaces gas in depleted gas over bitumen reservoir
By Elsie Ross

BIG

sweep
the

It’s been nearly five years since shallow
natural gas producers in northeastern
Alberta lost their battle to continue to
produce their Wabiskaw-McMurray gas,
which overlies the bitumen in the Athabasca oilsands. However, with the assistance of Alberta government research
funding there has been some progress in
the development of technical solutions such
as EnCana Corporation’s EnCAID (EnCana
Air Injection and Displacement) process that
once again could permit the production of
both natural gas and bitumen.
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In 2004, the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board
(now the Energy Resources Conservation Board)
announced it was shutting in 280 billion cubic feet
(130 million cubic feet per day) of Athabasca oilsands
Wabiskaw-McMurray gas in the interest of conserving the more valuable bitumen. Following a marathon
series of public hearings on the gas over bitumen issue,
the board concluded that continued natural gas production could jeopardize recovery rates from a steamassisted gravity drainage (SAGD) operation. It determined that where natural gas pools are in contact with
the underlying bitumen reservoirs a reduction in gas
reservoir pressure could allow steam to escape from
the bitumen production chamber into the depleted
gas pool.
Although some gas producers, notably Paramount
Energy Resources Ltd., which held significant northeastern Alberta gas leases, argued there were technical
solutions such as artificial lift and reservoir repressurization that would allow the gas to be produced, the
EUB was not persuaded the technological risk
was worth it.

gas over bitumen
Technical solution
The EnCAID project is an innovative application of fireflooding/combustion
technology that focuses on the displacement of the native methane zone rather
than the traditional movement of bitumen towards production wells, according
to a paper by three EnCana employees presented to the 2008 World Heavy Oil
Congress. The process is designed to sweep out the remaining formation gas in
a gas over bitumen zone while replacing it with combustion gases (nitrogen and
carbon dioxide) while maintaining the required formation pressure.
“It’s three years now and we continue to see pressure increases and temperature
changes,” says Larry Freeman, production engineer in the integrated oil division
and lead author of the paper. “With time, the gas is going to sweep out and you
are going to see nitrogen in the producer so we have continued to monitor and we
are seeing produced gas responses.”
The technology has been so successful that EnCana plans to seek ERCB
approval to expand it to other shut-in pools and is looking at additional projects
AIR DISPLACEMENT
on the drawing board. “We don’t plan on starting anything this year [because of
Surface facilities for EnCana’s
low gas prices], but we do plan on applying this technology to other pools,” says
EnCAID project on the east
Chhina. One potential pool is a Foster Creek Clearwater pool in the Cold Lake
side of the Wabiskaw K-3
area with top gas and bitumen underneath.
pool near the Cold Lake
Air Weapons Range.
“It is just a question of when,” he says. “Whether we call it a pilot or commercial will really depend on the ERCB but we really do
consider this a proven technology now.”
EnCana air compressors
In the EnCAID process, air is injected into the
nitrogen positive flow system
reservoir and the residual (20% to 30%) oil saturation
all-weather
in the gas zone provides the fuel for an in-situ comlease access road
bustion process that is used mainly to remove oxygen
100/5-10 injection wellhead
from the displacing gas stream for safety. As such, it is
able to operate successfully with the combustion front
102/5-10 observation wellhead
eventually stalling about 50 metres from the injection
well but continuing to consume oxygen with the
fuel gas metering/separation
900 C high-temperature oxidation reaction.
Depending on the bitumen quality and anticipated
KCL water tank & pump
SAGD process conditions, the air displacement could
either maintain a “status quo pressure” of around 700
feed water & diesel tanks
to 800 kilopascals (anticipated in the EnCAID pilot)
Weatherford N2 membrane
or the injection rate could be increased to repressure
& air compressors
18 MMBTU/hr steam generator
the gas zone.
& water treatment
In the initiation of the EnCAID process, the first
step was the injection of steam into the injection well
to enhance ignition and to displace any oil out of the wellbore for safety reasons.
However, two years later Alberta Energy estabThe next step was to add a specific volatile oil mixture (a slug of raw linseed oil)
lished an industry-government gas over bitumen
into the formation and then to displace it out of the area with one day of steam
technical solutions committee to encourage colinjection and one day of 95% nitrogen injection. A study commissioned at the
laborative solutions that would allow production of
University of Calgary’s in-situ combustion laboratory had found linseed oil
both gas and bitumen.
produced the earliest onset temperature and the highest energy release.
Although EnCana Corporation is a major SAGD
The ignition sequence was then safely completed with the introduction of conplayer at Foster Creek and Christina Lake, it also
tinuous air injection to form the ongoing displacement medium. The target was
holds gas rights, using the gas it produces in its in-situ
to inject air at rates of 3.8 mmcf per day to four mmcf per day below the ERCB
oilsands operations. The company has had a total of
maximum wellhead pressure limit of 6,000 kPa gauge mode.
50 mmcf per day of gas production shut-in.
Despite some initial problems with rods on the compressor units, the com“When we had the gas shut in we felt it was not
pany has been able to achieve a relatively steady injection rate averaging three
necessary and we felt there were other ways to work
mmcf per day with only three days of downtime in three years. “It has been
together with the gas and the bitumen producers,”
incredible work by the guys in the field to keep them running,” says Freeman.
says Harbir Chhina, vice-president of upstream
At the same time, the injection well pressure has fluctuated between 2,600 and
operations in EnCana’s integrated oil division.
3,300 kPa gauge mode.
Following an encouraging reservoir simulation, the
Efficient consumption of oxygen has been paramount in ensuring safety. All
company received regulatory approval in late 2005 to
the EnCAID producer wells and the Primrose North gas plant inlet are equipped
displace the gas on the east side of the Wabiskaw K-3
with online gas chromatographs for monitoring explosive limits.
pool on the north end of the Cold Lake Air Weapons
EnCana continuously monitors the produced gas because the biggest concern
Range through six production wells that had been
was about oxygen within the actual wellbores or flowing up the pipeline into the
shut-in. The four producers on the west side of the
plant, says Freeman. However, it has never seen that problem.
pool remain shut in.
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PRESSURE COOKER
The EnCAID process sees injected air, left, sustain a fireflood that
creates combustion gases nitrogen and carbon dioxide, which
serve to maintain reservoir pressure in the gas over bitumen
zone while sweeping formation gas to production wells.

the oil in the gas zone has been demonstrated, it said.
As for reservoir pressure, after 19 months of air injection the average pressure change in the EnCAID flooded area was just over 100 kPa
absolute mode with the west shut-in part of the pool showing a pressure
increase of about 90 kPa absolute mode. EnCana has observed an overBitumen
all increase of about 45 to 60 kPa gauge mode per year. “Overall, the
Reservoir
EnCAID process has proven to be able to operate and replace formation
gas while demonstrating a slight pressure increase and staying significantly above the 700 kPa absolute limit for the Wabiskaw K-3 pool as
described in the AEUB approval 10440,” say the authors.
EnCana is still acquiring information and has just received word the
There is no risk of an explosion downhole during
ERCB has approved an extension of the project for another three years
combustion because only 30% of the reservoir is porous
to March 31, 2012, as the company continues to measure items such as gas commedia and the rest is rock, according to Chhina. “You
position, pressures and temperature and flow rates, says Freeman.
would never generate enough energy to ever have any
The project has received support from the provincial Department of Energy
sort of explosion.”
with $4.2 million in financial assistance from its Innovative Energy Technology
Fund. The total price tag, though, could be up to $13 million over the life of the
Field results
project.
EnCana plans to continue to produce from the
According to Chhina, EnCana has been very open about its work, including
Wabiskaw K-3 pool until it gets to the level where the
publishing papers and data because it wants to get the information out to other
nitrogen content is too high. Initially the production
companies that might pick up on it and encourage the expansion of EnCAID into
was about three mmcf per day from six wells but that
a commercial mode rather than just a pilot.
has declined to two mmcf per day after one
EnCana
horizontal producer well was shut-in once
air compressors
nitrogen production was above 60%.
The EnCAID process will actually help
increase the gas recovery for the pool, says
Freeman. Assuming the process is applied only
to the east half of the pool, the anticipated
fuel gas
100/5-10
ultimate recovery factor of original gas in place
metering/separation
injection
is 86% compared to a 76% recovery factor
wellhead
post-shut in. “We’re still trying to quantify it
nitrogen positive
flow system
but we would expect to make some incremen30 metres
tal gas from gas injection.”
That is because in a regular gas well the
PILOT SUCCESS
Six previously shut-in production wells were
operator must keep increasing compression as
102/5-10
used to inject air as part of a test of the
the pressure drops and in this case the comobservation
EnCAID fireflooding/combustion technology.
wellhead
pression is a consistent rate, Chhina says.
EnCana initially had approval for an injection to production voidage target of 1.1 to one, but
Freeman ultimately sees an operator in a SAGD simulation deciding on an
it now has approval for a slight increase to 1.4 to one
individual reservoir basis the optimal pressure at which it should produce the
with the expectation that pressure will rise in the pool,
bitumen. “You might not go up to the original formation pressure or somewhere
says Freeman. “If you inject at a much higher rate
in between for optimal SAGD recovery,” he says.
than you are taking gas out, you will start to repressurIn some cases, such as at Christina Lake, a SAGD reservoir may have both
ize quicker.”
an overlying gas cap and bottom water and an operator will have to manage the
Because the wells were depressurized, EnCana has
pressure both in the gas cap and in the aquifer below. The trick is to look at how
the option to go back to the original gas zone pressure
much it can change the aquifer pressure and then adjust the injection of the air
that should operate the SAGD well pairs, says Chhina.
accordingly to that pressure, says Chhina.
According to the paper, overall EnCAID field
At Christina Lake where there are three depleted gas pools, EnCana has represresults compare very favourably with the simulation
sured one pool to required pressure and is now looking at a similar approach to a
models. As the maximum preheat steam injection was
second pool. •
280 C and field measurements have reported temperatures of up to 400 C within the formation, successful
CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION
heat generation from in-situ combustion fuelled by
Larry Freeman, EnCana, E-mail: larry.freeman@encana.com
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TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES

AUTOPILOT
A software add-on
to Canrig’s AC
top drive control
system is improving
the efficiency of
slide drilling.

DRILLING

Smooth Slide

Computer controlled top drive system
helps eliminate the guesswork in directional drilling
Given the current drilling
environment where every dollar spent is scrutinized and room for error is consistently shrinking,
operators are constantly seeking to reduce costs,
improve drilling efficiency and ensure the safety
of all personnel. And state-of-the-art computer
enhanced directional steering control systems
which orient the tool face more effectively when
slide drilling are proving their worth in the field.
Take for instance Canrig Drilling Technology
Ltd.’s Rockit Directional Steering Control System,
which is a patented software add-on to the company’s AC top drive control systems.
A wholly-owned subsidiary of Nabors Industries
Inc., Houston-based Canrig originally developed the
technology in the mid-1990s and has continued to
advance it since. However, the system really began
to take flight earlier this decade when AC top drives
usurped DC drives as the industry standard.
“You’ve got a bigger range of operating parameters on the AC drive because the newest versions
can now go up to 60 RPM for oscillating speed
and the newest versions can now put in anything
up to 40 wraps one way and 40 wraps the other
way, if that was needed,” explains Colin Gillan,
project manager for Canrig.
According to Gillan, Canrig’s system offers a
simple user interface providing powerful tools to
the directional driller to increase their control over
the steerable motors and turbodrills used in slide
drilling and to improve weight transfer to the bit.

In slide drilling, solving the
problems of toolface setting and
control are fundamental to successful projects. The system solves both
these problems in a manner the rig
driller and directional driller can
readily understand and use.
Highly deviated wellbores produce
sidewall and low side frictional forces
which render slide drilling less effective than rotary drilling. Canrig
says its system provides a drill pipe
oscillation program which reduces
these frictional forces and improves
the efficiency of slide drilling.
The net result of the improved control
and weight on bit is an increased rate of
penetration, and significant reduction in
non-productive and costly flat time associated with traditional methods of toolface
setting and control, such as the old chalking of pipe method and manually rotating
the pipe using the manual console controls
of a top drive.
“It helps you set the toolface before
going on bottom to start a portion of slide drilling. We can cut down that flat time significantly
by basically just letting the guy type into the touch
screen keypad the amount of angular change he
wants – if he wants 90 degrees to the right he just
types it in and hits go and the top drive turns it
New Technology Magazine | May 2009
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90 degrees to the right, or whatever variation of that he needs
right or left,” Gillan explains.
“Once he is on bottom he
can continue to use the same
controls to help him steer the
toolface while he is sliding.”
Gillan adds that Rockit also
allows the driller to oscillate
the drill string from the surface,
which dramatically reduces friction. The oscillation or rocking
can be programmed from a fraction to several revolutions, precisely executed under computer
control. The amount of oscillation left and right is controlled
by the operator to provide maximum drill string rocking without
affecting tool face orientation.
“The purpose of that is to
cut down side wall friction and
to allow more weight, more
effectively, to get to the bit and
therefore improve contact,”
Gillan says.
Canrig’s directional control
steering system is comprised of
a programmable logic controller, (PLC), a sensor package,

BETTER STEERING
Canrig’s user interface provides
powerful tools to the directional
driller, enhancing control over
steerable motors and turbodrills.

a human machine interface
(HMI) and a control package.
Working together, Gillan says
these components allow the
rig driller or directional driller
complete control of rotary pipe
speed, direction of rotation and
angular offsets, from a fraction of a revolution to multiple
revolutions.
The directional drilling control system shares the PLC used
by the main top drive control
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systems. According to Gillan,
these real-time computers are
capable of supervising control
variables using millisecond loops
and are capable of multiple alerts
and intervention logic ladders.
A position feedback signal
from an encoder mounted on
the top drive informs the PLC
of the exact position of the top
drive quill, or main drive shaft.
A torque sensor also measures
the exact amount of torque necessary to rotate the drill pipe,
given the current loading conditions generated downhole.
A ruggedized touch screen
computer provides the user
control of the system. A single
screen shows the real time status
of the top drive quill, allowing
the driller to use an on screen
rotation set point, substituting
for the traditional chalk mark on
the pipe, to track the rotational
set point of the pipe.
The system has been shown
to extend the operating envelope
of mud motor drilling systems,
enabling complex three-dimensional wells to be drilled which
previously were only drillable with
rotary steerable drilling systems.
This system is easy to install
and involves little additional
time or equipment and works
in conjunction with any mud
motor/measurement while drilling system in the world. The
basic training of directional or
drill crew rig personnel can typically be completed in one hour.
One long-time directional
driller who has used the Canrig

system extensively says it works
as advertised. “I like the Rockit
as it lets you drill with much less
weight on bit. You can move
or control the toolface without
pulling off bottom. I use the
Rockit any time I am sliding,
except for time drilling,” says
Tony Fish, a senior directional
driller with Schlumberger.
“It has cut down on how
long it takes to get a slide done.
When you have a motor stall
and need to pick up, it will bring
your toolface back to your starting point, removing the need for
a chalk scribe line or guess work
until the MWD resyncs. Counting wraps is done for you in a
controlled manner.”
Gillan says Canrig is continuing on with the next evolution
of the Rockit technology. “We
have some pretty good plans
going forward to integrate more
drilling parameter data on our
Rockit screen,” he says. “We
also presented a paper at the
March SPE/IADC Conference
in Amsterdam and it was well
received.”
“What we’re trying to do
is get a single screen that the
directional driller can use to
steer his downhole motor and
give him all the important
parameters he needs on one
screen to … keep his motor on a
specific toolface heading.”
• Paul Wells
CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION
Colin Gillan, Canrig, Tel: (281) 774-5600,
E-mail: Colin.Gillan@canrig.com
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LOGGING

Getting It Straight
New production-logging tool for horizontal wells
presents “stiff” competition for coiled tubing

Companies bringing new technology to the
oilpatch often ask doubters and skeptics to weigh the benefits of the
new tool against the old, an approach being adopted by Ziebel AS,
the company that developed the ZipLog production-logging system.
Recently, a Ziebel executive outlined the downside of using coiled
tubing, often the tool-of-choice for production logging. One issue with
coiled tubing is its tendency to resume downhole the curve it acquired
on the spool, a tendency to re-coil that some call “memory.”
Another issue is weight, and Henning Hansen, Ziebel vice-president, notes that a 6,000-metre spool of ZipLog rod weighs a hefty
3,500 kilograms. Yet, it pales beside coiled tubing, a similar length of
which would weigh roughly 10,000 kilograms, he says. By virtue of
sheer weight, coiled tubing makes a challenging payload for truckers
moving it over rutted North American back roads.
On the score of both rigidity and weight, Hansen says ZipLog’s
semi-stiff, no-memory logging rod represents a step-change for the
industry, overcoming many of the challenges of coiled tubing. Unlike
the latter, the ZipLog rod is solid but for a narrow core that carries
fibre optic lines downhole, and was designed mainly for use in longreach, horizontal wells.
Hansen credits the benefits gained from using the ZipLog rod to
its carbon-epoxy construction. In particular, he says its lightweight,
high strength and natural rigidity make the composite a natural
for downhole use. He also says the rod will allow access to certain
highly-deviated wells previously thought unloggable.
Norway-based Ziebel went to some trouble to road-test its tools

before broaching the North American market, building a 1,000metre horizontal well near Stavanger, Norway, to test the technology
over a two-year period. The company tried several composites before
choosing the current carbon-epoxy blend, a material that will not get
brittle unless the mercury falls below minus 80 C.
A basic difference between coiled tubing and ZipLog’s rod is
mode of operation. While the latter is fed into the well much like
coiled tubing, there are few other similarities. Once the ZipLog rod
hits bottom, it’s ready to begin measuring temperature and pressure, from which other factors, such as production flow rates, can be
derived using interpretation software. In effect, the full length of the
ZipLog rod serves as a sensor, thanks to the fibre-optic cables run-

LOGGING THE UNLOGGABLE
Extensive testing of Ziebel’s
new ZipLog system at a test
facility in Norway verified
the benefits resulting from
the product’s unique carbonepoxy construction.
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UPGRADING

Good Vibrations
Sonic harnessing the power of resonance
to upgrade heavy oil

ning the length of the rod’s core.
“By measuring the temperature every metre along the rod, from
bottom to surface, we measure what’s happening in the [downhole]
zones, when they produce or we inject into them. When you move
fluids into the wellbore, it will always have an effect on temperature,”
says Hansen, claiming the sensitivity of measurement is such that
even tiny temperature changes can be detected.
Since the full length of the rod becomes a pressure and temperature sensor, it can remain stationary in the well, once it has hit bottom. Coiled tubing, on the other hand, would have to be pulled up
through successive zones to measure the differing production rates of
each, creating the potential to get caught up in a difficult wellbore.
Another difference is size. The ZipLog rod is just 15 millimetres
— roughly 5/8 inch — in diameter, making it fit more easily into
production tubing than coiled tubing. The latter often falls in the
1.5-inch diameter range for production logging. A narrower profile
also means less choking downhole, Hansen says.
But the real bonus of the new system may be efficiency. Typical
ZipLog run-in rates averaged about 70 feet per minute, versus about
40 feet per minute with coiled tubing.
In Oman, where the company logged four wells for Petroleum
Development Oman (PDO), temperatures in the desert were 40 C
and more. Nevertheless, despite the sand, heat and wind, the experience was positive, says Hansen. “In Oman, we used about one-third
the time normally used to log the wells.”
Although agreeing to discuss the tool, officials with PDO did not
respond to interview requests before press time.
In North Dakota, where Ziebel is working under contract to a U.S.
major, the horizontal wells in question were difficult enough that, but
for ZipLog, they likely would not have been logged at all, Hansen says.
As it stands, ZipLog can be used in production tubing, casing and
in the open hole, and although the rod currently includes no electrical cable, plans are afoot to add one late this year, enabling standard
wireline logging to be added to the system’s uses. Today, ZipLog
can be used on a “live” well during production and on injector wells,
when injection is suspended.
Plans to roll out the system in Canada are under consideration,
Hansen says, possibly later this year. Currently, just one complete
ZipLog system is available in the U.S., although production is
expected to expand this summer, putting at least a few complete systems into the North American market. • James Mahony
CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION
Henning Hansen, Ziebel, Tel: (281) 742-5600, E-mail: Henning.hansen@ziebel.biz
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The simple action of
vibration, and the compression
waves it creates at particular frequencies, can do some unusual
things. Hit a musical tone at the
right pitch — the resonance frequency — of a wine glass and it
shatters. Aim ultrasonic energy
at kidney stones and they break
to pieces. Or draw a bow across
the strings of a violin and glory
in the magnificent harmonics
their vibrations can create.
Sonic reactors create low frequency, high amplitude vibration
which can be used in industrial
scale processes. A Vancouver
company has taken several years
of research into resonance frequency, and the sonic energy it
generates, and harnessed it to
upgrade the quality of heavy oil.
Sonic Technology Solutions Inc.
has formed one subsidiary —
SonoOil Inc. — currently working with Shell Canada Ltd. to
improve oilsands separation and
another — PetroSonic Energy
Systems Inc. — to focus on field
upgrading of heavy oil.
Tests have shown the Sonic
reactors can improve the API
gravity of heavy oil from nine or
10 to upwards of 20. Sonic says it

is on the verge of establishing its
first field upgrading facility in the
Lloydminster heavy oil corridor
along the Alberta-Saskatchewan
border. U.K.-based EnergyInvest
Group agreed in December to
provide up to $5 million to help
finance construction and operation of an initial project.
Most objects have a natural
frequency at which they vibrate,
known as their resonant frequency. Resonance is the amplification of a vibration when
something is stimulated at its
natural frequency. With resonance, unusually large vibrations
of a particular frequency can
be maintained with relatively
small stimulus. Resonance frequency can also create cavitation
— the formation and implosion
of bubbles in a high-intensity
ultrasonic field that propagates
shock waves through a liquid.
Normally something to be
avoided due to the damage it can
cause to equipment, if harnessed
effectively cavitation can be used
to accelerate both physical and
chemical reactions.
Sonic’s platform technology
is based on the design and use
of sonic energy generators of

new tech

various frequencies. It uses an
electromagnetic drive system
— designed with no moving
parts for reliability — to drive
a steel bar into resonance. Its
designs use the natural frequency of vibration of the bar
to achieve an energy efficient
design. The intense energy
generated from the vibrating
bar is captured and transferred
to sonic reaction chambers in
various ways, depending on
the model of sonic generator
used, according to the company.
The process streams are re-processed through the sonic reaction chambers to achieve faster,
more uniform and more effective process reactions.
Sonic’s proprietary Sonoprocess was first commercialized
for environmental remediation,
using its low frequency sonic
energy generators for the treatment of PCBs and other chlorinated contaminants, a process
now licensed to QuantumMurray Group.
Its second successful application came in the cement industry, in a joint venture with San
Francisco-based Nalco-Mobotec
in a process to convert waste fly

ash from coal-fired power plants
to a cement substitute or concrete additive. Sonic’s SonoAsh
process can take the 65% of fly
ash unsuitable for use in cement,
currently landfilled, to create
a uniform, small, carbon-free
ash particle size that is usable
by the industry. The recently
announced deal allows Nalco
to own up to 50% of the joint
venture by investing up to
$4 million to further commercialize the process.
In 2007, Sonic agreed to work
with Shell to use the Sonic reactor technology to improve on
existing oilsands separation and
floatation processes. The work
has already produced “some
exciting results,” says Sonic and
other proof of concept work in
tailings recovery and oil separation also shows promise, it says.
But the company’s main focus
now is to commercialize the
PetroSonic heavy oil upgrading process, which is aimed at
relatively small-scale heavy oil
producers. Sonic is targeting
field production projects in the
1,000-10,000 barrels (bbls) per
day range and regional upgraders to 25,000 bbls per day. The

company estimates its upgraders
can netback up to $14 per bbl
depending on the project, prices
and differentials. “The niche we
are going after is field producers or small regional upgraders
that can’t afford to, obviously,
get into big 500,000-bbl-a-day
upgraders,” says Sonic cofounder and CEO Adam Sumel.
PetroSonic’s upgraders are
based on both a deasphalting
Sonoprocess and a secondary,
patented enzymatic-catalytic
oxidation process using proprietary reagents and catalysts that
Sonic acquired in its purchase
of Edmonton-based Northern
Oil Research Technologies Inc.
(NORT). Announced last July,
the $3-million multistage purchase will see final payout only
after a commercial pilot is successfully established.
“Basically, we were trying to
achieve minimum pipeline specifications, which is 21 [API], so
that you can eliminate, or drastically reduce, the dependency
on condensate diluents [used to
dilute the crude enough to make
it transportable]. The main focus
is upgrading of heavy oil for the
small players out there, taking

heavy sour oil and turning it into
medium sour oil,” says Sumel.
“We are in advanced discussions
in having a location in Alberta.”
Much of the initial Sonoprocess development work on
Sonic’s reactor technology was
developed at BC Research Inc.,
a contract research and technology incubator formerly located
on the University of British
Columbia campus and headed
by James Hill, now president of
Sonic. “The reactor was originally developed for the mining industry as a fine grinding
device, but subsequent to the
field trials they realized that it
had a much wider application by
using the reaction chambers as
process reactors instead of for
grinding,” he says. “The Sonic
reactors utilize the effect of
sonic energy to produce a high
amplitude, low frequency regime
on a scale that can be used in an
industrial process such as the oil
industry application.
“It enables you to do two
things: it brings some of the
unique cavitational effects of
sonic energy, even at low frequency, to bear on the process
and it also takes the unique abil-

PITCH PERFECT
Three Sonic generators, one of which
is used for the company’s commercial
environmental operations, left, enable
the use of low frequency, high amplitude
vibration for industrial scale application.
Asphalt, right, drops out of the reactor in a
matter of seconds of being processed.
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ity of the Sonic reactor to create
a high liquid-liquid or gas-liquid
mass transfer which is often an
inhibitor to process chemistry,”
says Hill, a professional engineer
with a PhD in the aerodynamics of turbomachinery from the
University of Newcastle Upon
Tyne in the U.K.
The deasphalting and oxidizing processes are a nice fit,
Sumel says, resulting in higher
than anticipated yields in tests
performed on Canadian and
internationally-sourced heavy
crudes. “With our deasphalt-

lower in metals, with higher API
and lower viscosity — those are
the main drivers. And it’s all done
at fairly low energy, since there is
no high pressure or temperature
requirement.”
Published results from a Lloydminster sample, for example,
indicate the process increased
the API from 10.6 to 26.3, viscosity improved from 17,000
cSt to 50.7, sulphur was reduced
from 4.5% mass to 2.8 and
nickel and vanadium levels were
also significantly reduced.
The process, with its

conventional asphalt business
can accept. We have worked
with a couple of people in the
industry to ensure that the
asphaltenes we produce would
be readily acceptable to them
so that we don’t end up with
any byproducts that are going
to be a problem. Typically you
would end up with 10% of that
material going to the asphalt
industry.”
The patent for the Sonic
reactor is based on the electromagnetic drive system. “These
systems are designed specifically

ing process, when we put it
through the sonic generator,
it literally takes less than 120
seconds for that oil to go though
our generator and it’s basically
deasphalted. Then, in a twostage process, we combine the
[NORT] chemistry we recently
acquired and we go past the 19,
20, 21 API and we can actually
go north of 25 API.”
The solvent added at the
front end to trigger the deasphalting is also critical to being
able to get the oxidation to
work, says Hill. “So we don’t
take the solvent out until we
have completed both stages.
The biggest energy consumed
is probably in the solvent
recovery stage. We try and use
solvents that are effective at
the lowest temperatures so we
keep that energy requirement
to the minimum.”
Adds Hill: “We end up with
an upgraded oil lower in sulphur,

relatively low energy requirement and use of agriculturally-produced chemicals, can
significantly reduce the environmental footprint. “The unit
we will be using is rated at 75
kilowatts, but because it works
on the natural resonance of
the bar, once it’s in resonance,
it doesn’t even consume that
power, so typically we will be
running it at anywhere from 25
to 50 kilowatts. It’s a factor of
how much load you put on it,
to maintain it,” Hill says.
Noting that upgraders don’t
always produce an asphaltene product that is what the
asphalt industry wants, Hill
adds that Sonic controls the
process in such a way that it
won’t produce an undesirable asphalt product. “If we
need to we will compromise
a little on the upgrading side
to ensure that we have a saleable asphalt product that the

LET IT FLOW
Sonic’s Sonoprocess takes heavy oil,
left, and removes asphalt, middle,
to create upgraded crude, right. The
process can improve heavy oil of
nine or 10 API to over 20 API.
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for the frequency you want. We
use multiples of three electromagnets. The bar can be cantilevered
to make it like a probe reactor or
it can be a single span bar.”
Sumel says the technology
hasn’t been too difficult a sell
to the oil industry. “The area of
cavitation has become increasingly known — it’s something
that’s been tested for decades,”
he says, though until recently
ultrasonic energy did not provide the robustness, economics
and industrial capabilities of
Sonic’s low frequency, industrial-scale reactors.

Due to a confidentiality agreement with Shell, Sumel was limited in what he could say about
the SonoOil collaboration to
improve on the primary oilsands
separation process. He does say
development work to date has
increased the strength of Sonic’s
oilsands separation patents and
the value of its SonoOil division.
“We have gone from ‘proof of
concept’ level, and then we are
letting Shell take it to commercial stage through a three-stage
collaboration agreement,” he
says, with stages 2 and 3 involving a mini-pilot and a full commercial pilot at Shell’s operations, respectively.
Sonic has now moved from
research to an exclusive focus
on the commercialization of its
technology in various industries,
primarily by joint venturing
with established commercial
companies in each industry.
“We are not interested in doing
research for the sake of research;
we are only interested in further
developing each Sonoprocess
for commercial application. We
develop things to a certain point
where then we licence them out
with commercial entities that
are capable of taking the respective application to market, on a
global basis,” says Sumel.
“The first PetroSonic
upgrader will be an example of
this where Sonic will be working
with a company that is already
experienced in the oil services
sector, and they will be fully
responsible for operating it. We
hope to sign off on an agreement with our potential partner
imminently, which will enable
us to get everything running by
the fall. We have already Sonic
reactors sitting here waiting [for
installation]. I think in the next
few years, if everything goes
well, we will look forward to
having a good installation base.”
• Maurice Smith
CONTACT FOR MORE INFORMATION
Adam Sumel,
Sonic Technology Solutions,
Tel: (604) 657-1980,
E-mail: asumel@SONICtsi.com
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You need drilling and production techniques that will help you address the unique
challenges associated with heavy-oil applications.
Weatherford has spent years building a portfolio of heavy-oil-focused products and
services, coordinated by a multidisciplinary engineering team—systems that help
you economically produce the previously unproducible.
To find out how we can help you build more value into your wells, contact your
Weatherford representative or visit weatherford.com.
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